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debate and splitting over the Tulsi Gabbard/Russia/
What’s going on regarding her attacking Harris, etc? Well,
that is the whole point, it’s a strategy, “Divide the
opposition” - populists vs establishment

The Kremlin’s Strategy for the 2020 U.S. Election: Secure the Base, Spl…
Americans may be on to the Kremlin’s tricks now, but Putin is getting a helping
hand this time around: Conservative media and even the White House are
spreading disinfo for him.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kremlins-strategy-for-the-2020-us-election-secure-th…
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And what’s top story at RT (Russia Today) this morning after 
#DemDebate? Of course, what everyone saw right? social media 
going wild for Tulsi Gabbard, populist, after she went after 
establishment Dem Harris who happens to be on Senate Intel 
Committee (Russia Investigation)
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Common characterizations of Russia strategy are incorrect,
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It’s focused on populists on both sides of the aisle
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And for the left in 2020, Russia’s plan will he divide and conquer
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And from what I’ve seen, Gabbard’s support largely comes from GOP, Russia and

tech Bros
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And so far, Gabbard has been a wonderful messenger for the Kremlin, whether she is

aware of this or understands this, or cares, I don’t know
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• • •

And the dumbest half hour on national security and foreign policy I’ve heard since

the 2016 election was Gabbard’s interview on the @joerogan show. It’s nonsense for

the political left = to Trump’s haphazard global incompetence on the right.
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